
ESSAY ON BEING CANADIAN

To be Canadian means more then simply living in Canada. In Canada we stand up for what we believe in and respect
others opinions. Our lifestyle reflects the.

Canada is a very diverse country yet everyone that lives here is very unified. Canadians are free. We remained
allies with Britain and no tensions were created, while finding allies of our own such as the United States. As
Minister of Justice, in , he past the Canadian Human Rights, prohibiting any and all discrimination towards
others. Little lake is everything I love about Canada-green space to enjoy social and athletic activities,
surrounded by a friendly safe environment just like the village of Swansea 50 years ago. Wars leave a legacy
of death and destruction. Being able to take huge risks and have so many people support your choices and
decisions and help inspire many and give millions hope. In Montreal on March 3rd when a bunch of friends
decided to use a puck. I have not done much traveling but I have been to Mexico and Australia, and done a
road trip through the States to Georgia, up the east coast of the US and back through Canada, and the more
places I see the more I appreciate my home, my country and what we stand for. I am proud and privileged to
live in a country that honours life and offers free health care. Canada is impacted by a wide scope of events
ranging from earthquakes to fires. And this leads us directly to one particularly contentious issue. Lots of
Canadians are very humble, and kind, and take pride in where they live. On the perils of nationalism and
sharing a borders with the United States The worst danger in praising a particular country is to denigrate
others in doing so. Canadian values are, by and large, identical to those of the United States, especially when
you consider the alternatives: Can Canada fairly compare itself to third-world countries? My cross-country run
always culminated at a gigantic maple leaf flower bed surrounded by cherry-blossom trees on the steep banks
of Grenadier pond which for some reason I circled twice for good luck. Whether we are born in Canada or
have immigrated here, this is our home and, as the old saying goes, "home is where your heart is". During my
childhood, I remember playing with flocks of seagulls in the public park near my home. This is a useful
indicator of how Canadians think in general: While there are a variety of political opinions from one ocean to
the other, the shape of Canadian politics is a bell curve where most feel comfortable in the middle, with a
careful progression towards more progressive values. When Canada takes gold and our flag is raised it is like
the whole of Canada has accomplished something amazing. Canada and America are puzzles, two countries
that are home to millions of people, living in relative comfort and health. Anglophones and Francophones
were able to get along: so will everyone else. As a kid growing up in the Parkdale community of Toronto, I
ran the neighbouring trails of High Park religiously attempting to better my previous time. This is the icing on
the cake. Actually hockey started all the way back in when it was developed here in Canada. Most would ask
where did these Great Lakes come from. Canada is the greatest country in the world and it has been voted the
best country in the world to live in for the past 3 years in a row by the United Nations.


